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1 Is the Information Superhighway necessary?
Recently, some statements were published on the unnecessity of the Information
Superhighway. According to the evaluation of a marketing company any effort on
implementation of information highways is meaningless since:
• in the mid-80s, the EC funded a number of broad band projects (RACE); none of these
trials have matured yet into commercial applications.
• the concept of a broad band ISDN is nearly 10 years old. Standards have been in place
since 1990 and the technology has yet to find a commercial application or be implemented.
• the massive growth in the use of consumer on-line data-bases such as Prodigy and
America OnLine has been supported largely by X.25, widely held to be an outdated, narrow
band technology. But when Sprint lowered its X.25 tariff, network traffic tripled.
• X.25 is being superseded by frame relay in the business environment and the latter
seems to provide sufficient bandwidth for the majority of business applications. In an annual
survey only one of 1000 managers of corporate networks interviewed said that lack of
capacity was the greatest problem he faced in operating his company's network.
• nearly two-thirds of existing cable capacity on transatlantic and transpacific routes is
unused according to a study commissioned by COMSAT (US satellite operator).
• "Video-on Demand" which has been heralded as the main consumer application for
broad-band networks, is not expected to generate sufficient revenues to fund a national roll
out in any market.
These observations are certainly true but lack the notion of multimedia" data, i.e. access,
retrieval and representation of digital data which is far beyond the classical alphanumerical
input/output of today's commercial application.
"Multimedia is information that comprises basic and application-specific information
types. It is intended for visual and auditory perception as well as for automated processing.
This information is not restricted to local existence, but may have be distributed. The
information may, but does not have to be, presented on different presentation media."
With the potential of this upcoming technology in mind the buzzword "Information
Superhighway" cannot be neglected, implementations problems and technical issues will be,
therefore, discussed in the following.
2. What is the Information Superhighway and what is it for?
The Information Superhighway has not to be implemented from scratch nor does its creation
cause a "Big Bang". It will be an amalgam of (partially already existing):
• information networks,
• services,
• endsystems such as PCs or TV-sets
2and will consist of thousands of interconnected, interoperable communication networks,
including
• terrestrial and satellite broadcasting,
• cable television networks,
• wired and wireless telephone systems,
• commercial computer network services,
• the Internet and its successor.
The Information Superhighway has been described as "a system to deliver to all
(Americans) the information they need when they want it and where they want it - at an
affordable price." (Michael Nelson, OSTP). Development in three areas is, therefore, required
to make this system working:
• interoperable, extensible endsystems so that television and communications can
evolve along the technology curve;
• computer systems, televisions, telephones, and other devices converged to
serve as "information appliances".
• digital libraries, information services, and databases to provide the information
content;
Since potential users will buy content, not technology, content and useful applications
will attract the usage necessary for success. Therefore, cultural industries, particularly motion
pictures and television, must be seen as an essential part of the implementation strategy path
which, nevertheless, means that intellectual property rights associated with cultural items are
to be protected by audit and control mechanisms.
The Information Superhighway should be open to all information suppliers on an
equitable basis, so that applications may include distribution of entertainment programming,
educational information, government data, manufacturing information, and access to health
care. A summarising, but not exhaustive list of applications shows some of the inherent
advantages of this global system:
• digital program delivery over interactive networks will permit additional cost-
effective services such as "shopping at home" and "multimedia information on-demand".
• electronic distribution of educational material will expose all students, even
those in remote locations, to a high-quality education.
• electronic availability will facilitate access by business and the public to
government reports, weather information, and other scientific data.
• electronic "blueprints" and rapid multimedia communication between
manufacturers and their sup-pliers will improve manufacturing productivity.
• health care will be improved by telemedicine and maintenance of on-line
medical records.
• telemedicine will enable remote patient examination and diagnosis.
Most probably the Information Superhighway will be built, owned, and run by the
private sector with hundreds or thousands of companies providing services whereby the role
of regulating bodies (such as the governments) is to ensure that these systems and services are
interconnected and interoperable in order to provide competition and choice for the customer.
3Since the goal is to have a fully competitive marketplace in which any company may
provide any service to any customer we are witnessing a fundamental paradigm change: On
the marketplace of the future we replace atoms by bits...and, consequently, material
information transport by electronical information transfer.
The Information Superhighway will cause convergence of different players which found





and will, therefore, be the catalyst of new alliances
For the time being its realisation is somewhat deadlocked since the Information
Superhighway requires
• a network to develop new applications;
• applications to generate user demand;
• user demand to justify the network.
But there are several political ("Al Gore" Initiative, "Bangemann" Report, G7 Summit)
and technical (ACTS - National Hosts, European ATM Trial - Telekom, Advanced Research
Networks - SuperJANET, DFN, etc.) programmes discussed or already launched respectively.
3. Communication in Time and Space
Today's communication systems are based either on analogue or on digital technology and
can be distinguished into circuit-switching (e.g. telephone), distributive (e.g. cable TV), or
packet (cell)-switching (e.g. X.25) networks. The digital technology is about to replace the
analogue technology in the telephone network (ISDN) and soon cable TV providers will
launch digital television channels (following e.g. a Standard called MPEG).
Whereas analogue networks offer a channel with a certain bandwidth to the user (e.g.
telephone = 3 kHz, stereo radio =2 * 15 kHz, colour TV (PAL) = ( MHz), digital networks
provide a channel with a certain access or transfer rate given in bit per second. This rate might
vary from 9.6 Kb/s for "normal" data connection to 10 Mb/s on an Ethernet, up to 155 Mb/s
for modern "High-speed Networks". Note that the term "high speed network" is somewhat
misleading, the bits are not faster than in a low speed network but shorter. A bit "measures"
more than 30 km with 9.6 Kb/s, less than 2 m for 155 Mb/s which for the latter requires high
speed electronics, of course.
Partners performing analogue information exchange are usually making continuous use
of the information channel provided: even silence in a telephone conversation or the test-
image in TV are converted into a continuous analogue signal and transmitted over the circuits.
Since not everybody is telephoning with somebody else continuously the number of circuits








Digitally encoded information might be exchanged continuously but offers the chance of
grouping bits into cells or packets and sending these cells/packets or ... nothing. This can
happen either periodically or in a "bursty" mode.
Consequently, the basic idea behind the development of packet-switching networks was
to offer the resources needed for providing a digital channel to other users during the time
nothing is sent by the first user. Not circuits can be shared or multiplexed in digital systems
with periodical or bursty input characteristics but links and storage in switching systems.
Of course, the statistical interlink in time with other users will influence under certain
circumstances the data flow in the network. It might even change the input time pattern to an
output pattern which is slightly or evidently different. In general, a behaviour of the




Isochronous behaviour is observed, if one does not need to go into the exact times of
input and output time, thus it results from a ignorance of an always existing delay (since
Einstein it is well known that signal transfer time is finite).
Synchronous behaviour is observed if one does not need to go into the details how much
a delay may vary (jitter) which anyhow can be hidden to a certain extent by an buffering
endsystem in which presentation of information is decoupled in time from its arrival in the
system.
Asynchronous behaviour is from a certain level of granularity on the reality of any
digital cell or packet switching system. Since resources are shared statistically in time with
other users and these users' characteristics are undeterministic on bit/cell/packet level.
Likewise internal error correction by repetition of packets, cells or bits changes the arrival of
data in time at the endsystem.
Human senses have a characteristic time resolution of data (e.g. 16 slightly different
pictures per second are enough to produce the impression of continuous moves). Thus certain
time behaviour not in all cases observable or necessarily annoying. For instance,
asynchronous behaviour becomes observable only, if resulting average delay > packet
interarrival time. Since most computer-based applications behave anyhow bursty and, for
instance a display of a personal computer can retain a pixel matrix as long as needed since its
refreshing cycle is - in contrary to the TV-set - independent from the output of the network, a
5asynchronously behaving high speed transport network is not disrupting drastically the
multimedia sequences on the PCs.
4. "Asynchronicity" beyond the human senses
Specifically in fibre networks the asynchronous behaviour stems usually from the fact that
links and switches are shared with other users - an economical way to offer information
access to "an affordable price". Therefore, ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) will be the
principle new technology of the Information Superhighway. It also will comprise the typical
existing asynchronous "Internet"-Technologies , i.e. packet transfer on serial links and on bus-























As long as the timing characteristics of these underlying networks are beyond the time
resolution of the individual human senses, new digital services can be provided which allow
the convergence of TV-based entertainment, interpersonal communication and multimedia
information retrieval to an over the Information Superhighway.
Basically the difference between packets and cells is it size. In both cases information
(either message or packets) are chopped up into smaller units (either packets or cells). Typical
packet sizes are 1 - 2 Byte, typical cell sizes are 4 to 256 Byte (ATM: 5 Byte header + 48
Byte data). The smaller cells are filled quicker and can be forwarded earlier.
6small packet caught behind big packet
serialization with cells
It can be derived easily that cells as the smaller units cause lower values in the time
parameters of a asynchronous system, its "asynchronicity", therefore, might become less
easily observable for human senses.
5. Why has cell networking suddenly become so important
The international association of telecommunication providers CCITT / ITU has decided to
pursue a cell architecture for future telephone networks because it:
– reduces the number of transmission networks
– provides easier support for multicasting
– offers a better multiplexing scheme than (circuit switched) ISDN for high speeds
All these ideas are based on a famous and influential paper by J. Turner (1986) in which
a detailed reasoning is given:
1) each communications service (telephony, CATV, computer network) has its own
delivery network but will carry (digital) information encoded in bits; combining these
separate networks into one has clear advantages such as
– simplified wiring
– economics of scale in network management
– easier integration of services
2) although circuit switched networking can support multicasting, it is easier to use
packetized services like cells because such networks enable
– services such as digital (cable) television
– simple implementation of multi-party conferencing
– economic usage of links and connections
3) the standard ISDN model of providing a limited number of fixed-bandwidth circuits
does not scale well because the original circuit bandwidth of 64 Kb/s chosen today is to much
for voice (advances in encoding techniques) but still to little for video. Assuming a "Gigabit
application" it has to set-up 16000 channels. Even if 16000 channels have been found in
parallel the application might find it difficult to use them effectively.
76. Some reflections on service provision
The major time consuming resources in a network are the switches or routers. The challenge
is to find a routing scheme which, both
• is fast because packets/cells must be routed quickly at high speeds
• requires a minimum of routing information in each packet/cell.
"Source-Routing" has been found fast and efficient for routing connection-less
datagrams through a network. Each packet/cell contains a full address which most significant
part is evaluated at each switch and then omitted comparable with address on letters sent with
ordinary mail. But "source routing" has an inherent disadvantage: number of hops must be
limited to ensure that the address header does not get too large.
If on the other hand the number of endsystems to addressed is large (e.g. every human

















"Hop-by-hop Routing" requires a call-set-up information from end-to-end which generates
entries in switching tables managed by the shops (switches or routers) according to the path
between the endsystems with dynamically assigned numbers. After the communication has


















For ATM, for instance, a two level hierarchy of hop-ids is foreseen. Nevertheless, these ids
are much shorter than and independent of the length of the full endsystem identification..
Call or connection set-up of a connection-oriented architecture has another advantage
which becomes rather obvious in asynchronous systems. Since the asynchronicity of the
network is strongly depending on the actual number of users served and their statistical
behaviour it would be nice to monitor and to control the number of users in order to provide a
network service with non-disturbing time parameters. A connection-less architecture has to
store-and-forward all cells which are put into the system. This might deteriorate the network
behaviour for all users.
7. Connections are not the only problem
If, as a final conclusion, the Information Superhighway will be based on a connection-
less (like in the Internet) or a connection-oriented (like in X2.45 or ATM) architecture
remains open for the time being and requires more experience and understanding of critical
network management issues. Moreover, a number of undesirable features of the Internet can
be identified that should be resolved in any Information Superhighway that will carry
advanced multimedia information. Bandwidth limitations must be overcome; the network
must control the flow of traffic to avoid service interruption due to congestion, particularly for
continuous services such as video; privacy must be assured whenever necessary to the
application; security must protect the network from fraud and abuse; and the network
operator(s) must be accountable to users if the network is to be depended upon. Finally,
consideration must be given to the availability of guaranteed delivery of (multimedia)
messages and to the possible need for a defined minimum functionality to all users, in order to
assure that all will be able to send and receive certain kinds of message content.
The paradigm change from atoms to bits remains a demanding challenge.
